Oil Center Research was founded in 1958 from a vision of two individuals with only one product to sell. Over the past 50 years, Oil Center Research International, L.L.C.'s product line has grown to include over 1,000 products that are sold in more than 80 countries. The Company motto, “Seal of Dependability,” signifies a commitment to our customers by providing some of the highest quality products available in the market today.

Our product lines include products for oilfield, industrial, water well, automotive, marine, fishing, petrochemical, and agricultural markets. At present, Oil Center Research International, L.L.C. can offer a complete line of environmentally safe products for all industries and applications.

Over the last 50 years, Oil Center Research International, L.L.C.'s success is attributable to the strong relationships we have built with our customers as well as the commitment to respond to our customers’ needs with the highest quality products and service. Over the years, the industry has presented many challenges, but with wonderful customer support and the dedication of the Oil Center Research family, the Company has continued its success.
OILS
940 GX Hydraulic Oil—Anti-wear inhibited hydraulic oil; 32, 46, 68 viscosity grades
941 EP Hydraulic Oil—Premium anti-wear hydraulic oil; 32, 46, 68, ISO viscosity
1040 Synthetic Hydraulic Oil—Biodegradable; 32, 46, 68 viscosity grades
PM100 Gear Oil—Climbing gear oil for light to heavy equipment in severe conditions; 80W90, 85W140, SAE140, SAE250
PM100L Gear Oil—Climbing gear oil provides lubrication for bearings and gears, particularly those operating under severe service conditions
PM200 Engine Guard—Extended service engine oil; 30, 40, 50 wts
PM6000 Compressor Guard—Compressor Oil; 10, 20, 30, 40 wts

GREASES
#2 Marine Grease—Non-melt, anti-salt corrosion, high shock load marine grease
101 Film Forming Lubricant—(Quick Silver), film-forming lubricant with LIQUILON®
167SYN Premium Multipurpose Synthetic Grease—Premium multipurpose, lithium complex, synthetic grease made with LIQUILON®
400 Polymer MP Lubricant—Premium, multipurpose water resistant lubricant with LIQUILON®
404 Premium Lubricating Sealant—Premium all-purpose lubricant and sealant with LIQUILON®

LEG GREASE
737 Jack-up Grease—Black grease with excellent water-resistant properties
757 Lift Boat Gear Lube—Extreme pressure, water, and high temperature resistant
777 Premium Leg Grease—Excellent in extreme pressure, manufactured specially for heavy-duty applications

CORROSION INHIBITORS
690 Aqua Cure—Water soluble for surfaces exposed to salt water and other brine salts
900 Wonder Rust Remover—Removes rust, primes surfaces and serves as a rust preventative
MP56 Metal Parts Protector—Coats surfaces and protects against corrosion; available in liquid and aerosol

FISH NET COATING
903 Fish Net Coating—Long lasting in extreme conditions; green, black, blue, red, orange; 200 viscosity

PACKING
636 Self Mold Stick Packing—Green self-mold stick packing with LIQUILON®

ADDITIVES
701G GX Seal—Hydraulic oil treatment with LIQUILON® for weeping points in hydrocarbon systems
703G GX Seal—Hydraulic oil treatment with LIQUILON® for large leaks in hydrocarbon systems
753 GX Gear Oil—Gear oil concentrate, high quality EP lube, seals leaks; made with LIQUILON®
PM60D Diesel Fuel Conditioner—Conditioner that eliminates problems with algae and serves as an agitator in storage tanks

CABLE AND CHAIN
783 Marine Cable Coat—Biodegradable; penetrates to core, rust and corrosion inhibited; amber color
PM322 Cable Guard—Asphalt-base oil; penetrates to core, rust and corrosion inhibited; black color

LOCKING COMPOUND
250 Liqui-Lok—Patches holes in aluminum, locks threaded connections without welding
252 Liqui-Lok—Patches holes in aluminum, locks threaded connections without welding; zinc-free; environmentally friendly

CLEANERS AND DEGREASERS
544 All-In-One—Biodegradable, attacks oils, grease, syrup, dirt, soils and adhesives; metal, plastic, wood, vinyl, rubber
546 Hot Stuff—Biodegradable, Concentrated Bilge Cleaner
564 Alum Brite—Cleans and brightens aluminum
570 Super Blue Max—Cleaner and degreaser; non-flammable
1091 Mean & Green—Heavy-duty, highly concentrated, biodegradable cleaner specially formulated for tough industrial jobs
1093 Solve It—Biodegradable, all-purpose cleaner; safe on fabrics and paints; removes oils and dirt
9636P Soft & Smooth—Convenient liquid hand soap
MD50 Moisture Displacer—Superior to WD-40; penetrates, cleans and lubricates; corrosion inhibited; aerosol